Introduction
The Harrier Jump Jet has the distinction of being the only powered-lift aircraft in the free world to achieve operational status and to have flown in combat. The flowfield for the Harrier near the ground during low-speed or hover flight operations is very complex and time-dependent. A sketch of this flowfield is shown in Fig. 1 . Warm air from the fan is exhausted from the front nozzles, while a hot air/fuel mixture from the engine is exhausted from the rear nozzles. These jets strike the ground and move out radially forming a ground jet-flow. The ambient freestream, due to low-speed forward flight or a headwind during hover, opposes the jet-flow. This interaction causes the flow to separate and form a ground vortex. The multiple jets also interact with each other near the ground and form an upwash or jet fountain, which strikes the underside of the fuselage. If the aircraft is sufficiently close to the ground, the inlet can ingest ground debris and hot gasses from the fountain and ground vortex. This Hot Gas Ingestion (HGI) can cause a sudden loss of thrust (powered lift), and the vehicle may crash. The high-speed jet flow along the ground can also entrain the ambient flow, resulting in a low pressure region underneath the vehicle. The accompanied loss of lift is referred to as the suckdown effect.
The ground vortex may also be highly unsteady, dramatically changing its size and position with time at low frequencies, e. This paper is a first step towards that goal.
The next section describes the solution procedure. This includes a description of the parameter space used in this study, the automated grid generation and solution process, turbulence model, and boundary conditions. This is followed by a discussion of results and concluding remarks.
Solution Procedure

Aerodynamic Coefficients
The lift coefficient (co is assumed to take the form of Eq. (1). The primary independent All other parameters are fixed in order to keep the parameter space to a manageable level. The number of independent parameters can be increased at another time. The drag and pitching moment coefficients have similar forms to the lift coefficient.
Grid Generation
An overset grid system was developedusing Chimera Grid Tools 16. The overset surface grids of Smith et.a114 were used as a starting point to define the Hamer geometry. A completely new overset surface grid system was then developed to improve the grid quality and interzone connectivity.
The empennage and deflected flap were also included from lofting line data originally obtained from the airframe manufacturer. Figure 2 show front and rear views of the new overset surface grid system. Volume grids were then generated, with viscous clustering near the body such that y÷ never exceeded 5 at the first grid point off the body. The Harrier volume grid system was then imbedded into a Cartesian box grid. This "aircraft" box grid connects the Hamer volume grids to the ground plane and far-field grids. The ground plane and jet grids are shown in Fig. 3 . Notice that the angle of attack and vehicle height above the ground plane are built into the grid system. It was necessary to include fine-spaced jet grids to accuratelyresolvethejet-flow betweenthe exhaustnozzlesandthe jet/ground-planeimpactregion. In fact, whenthe Harder is 30 feetabovethe groundplane, thesetwo jet gridscompriseI/3 of thegrid pointsfor the entiregrid system. Viscousspacing wasusedatthe ground-planeto accuratelyresolvethe groundjet flows andgroundvortex. Additional Cartesianbox gridsconnectthe aircraft box grid, jet grids,andthe groundplaneto the far field. Fig. 3 Sideview of jet andgroundplanegrids.
An object-orientedPERL script systemwasdevelopedto automaticallygenerate the grid systemsfor all 45 cases.This processbeginsby developingthe abovegrid systemin the usual manualmannerfor a specificheight andangleof attack. The zonalgrid topologyis designedso that this basegrid systemcanbe usedto generateall of the grid systemswith simpletranslations androtations. Any portion of thejet grids thatextendbelow thegroundplaneareremoved,thus improving computational efficiency. The viscousgrid spacingnearbody andwall boundaries can alsobe specifiedin the PERL script. This grid generationprocessis fairly robustbecause the intergridconnectionbetweenthe Harrier grids andthe aircraft box grid remainsfixed. The grid connectivityonly changesbetweenthis aircraft box grid andall other exteriorgrids. The entire grid generationprocess, including the intergrid communicationthroughthe Pegasus 4.1 code, t7areall controlledin an automatedmannerwith the PERLscript. The half-bodygrid systemusedin the presentflow simulationsconsistsof 52 zones and 3.1-3.6 million grid points, depending on the height of the aircraft above the ground plane. Additional detail for the entire grid generation process can be found in Murman et.al) 8
Numerical Algorithm
The time-dependent Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations are numerically solved using overset body-conforming structured grids and the OVERFLOW-MLP code. The implicit (A grid refinement study where the body resolution will be increased by a factor of two on the wing and horizontal tail will be presented in the final paper.) The overuse of multigrid, or using local time steps, introduces spurious unsteady modes (transients) that persist for long periods of times. The best strategy seems to be to usemultigrid for a shorttime to help the solutionget started,thenswitch to a constanttime stepassoonaspossible.
The lift coefficienttime history andpower spectrais shownin Fig. 6 for M---0.05(33 kts), h=30ft andct=9°. This particularcaseis representative of the solution database.It canbe seen thatthe lift time historyis not purely periodic. This is not surprisingdueto thecomplexity of the flow. The powerspectra(FFT) indicatesa fundamental (lowest)frequencyof f--0.478Hz. The computedmeanaerodynamiclift coefficientis C L =-0.480, with a standard deviation of 0.157. For the most part, the jet fountain passes underneath the horizontal tail, resulting in a fairly benign flow. However, occasionally some of the jet fountain will strike the leading edge of the horizontal tail. When this happens, a vertical swirling vortex temporarily forms and ejects fluid in the vertical direction, see Fig. 10 . This phenomenon occurs due to the jet fountain interacting with the low-speed ambient flow. Aircraft operating at normal, high-speed flight conditions do not typically experience these low-speed structures. Over 100 MB of data and 1600 solution files were used in these streakline animations. A streaklineanimationwasalsocarriedout for a 10foot case,with ¢z=9°, and a snapshot from this animationis shown in Fig. 11 . Once again, particles are rendered as spheres and colored by temperature.
The ground vortex rollup, separation line and core are clearly visible.
Once again, a secondary vortex forms in front of the ground vortex. Due to the aircraft's close proximity to the ground, this secondary vortex is ingested into the inlet. The streakline flow structure for the horizontal tail is shown in Fig. 12 
